


🤔

LLMs are strong enough
LLMs are pre-trained on an extensive corpus with rich 
knowledge. It seems there is no need further to fine-
tune a big model on tiny-scale instruction datasets.

Why is instruction tuning 
necessary for LLMs?



Instruction Tuning datasets matter a lot!

Instruction-following

Teach the models to understand 
various real-world human queries.

Problem-solving

Tame the models to provide the 
expected responses to human requests

Purpose of Instruction Tuning

[3] Wang Y, Ivison H, Dasigi P, et al. How far can camels go? exploring the state of instruction tuning on open resources.



Numerous instruction

LLM

How can we improve the instruction

• Numerous instruction-tuning datasets exist!

• LLM-synthetic data is the trend!
1. Quick.
2. Low-cost.
3. More diverse instructions.
4. Model-friendly. 

• Scaling up data size becomes much easier.

[1] R Lou, et al. Is prompt all you need? no. A comprehensive and broader view of instruction learning.



Scaling up dataset size is s0ll the most 
straigh(orward way to promote the 
zero-shot problem-solving capacity.

[1] R Lou, et al. Is prompt all you need? no. A comprehensive and broader view of instruction learning.
[2] Chung H W, et al. Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.



For each task instruc/on, scaling up various input-output pairs
(e.g., SuperNI).

 è A conven/onal mul/-task learning paradigm.

Scaling up instruc/on-output pairs directly.
(e.g., Self-Instruct and Alpaca)

è Input contexts are omiBed / /ghtly combined with instruc/ons.

Poten&al drawbacks

𝐜𝐚𝐧𝐧𝐨𝐭 𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐲 𝐡𝐚𝐧𝐝𝐥𝐞 𝐝𝐨𝐰𝐧𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐭𝐚𝐬𝐤𝐬 𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡 
separate / extra 𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐱𝐭. 🤔

Existing instruction tuning dataset paradigms

Poten&al drawbacks:

𝐢𝐧𝐩𝐮𝐭𝐬 𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐲 𝐚 𝐦𝐨𝐫𝐞 𝐜𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐫𝐨𝐥𝐞 𝐭𝐡𝐚𝐧 
𝐢𝐧𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬 for the models. 😩



Ideally, one input context can be used for diverse task purposes. 

è e.g., given a paragraph as the context, we can use it for QA, 
summariza/on, etc.

è the models are trained to generate different outputs by adhering to 
different instruc/ons, while the input context is fixed. 

Benefits:

• Input contexts are not omi;ed.
• Instruc&ons weigh more than input.
• More challenging instruc3on-following training.



Roasted Herb-
infused Chicken

Golden Crispy Fried 
Chicken Delight

Spicy Chicken 
Curry

I can make 
whatever chicken 
dishes you want!

Chicken

An experienced cooker shall be able to process 
the same food ingredients into various dishes, 
according to different customer’s needs!

A powerful instruc9on-tuned model has to 
u9lize the same piece of input context to 
provide various responses, by adhering to 
different task requirements. 

Demands more on instruc9on-following ability.



• Instruc3on Brainstorm 🧠: adop&ng two-step promp&ng. For each input context, first let LLMs generate 
diverse textual facets (e.g., length, topic, sen&ment, etc.), then ask LLMs to use each facet as a "hint" to 
brainstorm various task instruc&ons. 

• Instruc3on Rematching 🧩: for each input context, gather suitable instruc&ons from exis&ng datasets (i.e., 
employing LLMs to decide whether an instruc&on can be compa&ble with the given input context).



• 🧁 MUFFIN (Mul&-Faceted Instruc&ons) has about 68k instances with diverse textual distribu&on.
• According to small-scale human evalua&on, our data has high data quality and diversity.



We adopt dis/nct evalua/on benchmarks 
with different paradigms:

• Scaling-Inputs: SuperNI

• Scaling Input-Free Tasks: MMLU

• Hybrid: T0-Eval and BBH

Meanwhile, we compare our dataset 
with previous baseline datasets across 
different paradigms as well.

• Models tuned on our MUFFIN consistently achieve be;er performance across 3 out of 4 benchmarks, 
compared with previous LLM-synthe&c datasets.

• MUFFIN can even surpass human-cra= SuperNI in some cases.



• We also experiment with Llama2 + LoRA
• The observa&ons and conclusions are similar.



• We conduct further human evalua&on regarding the model’s responses.
• Results reflect MUFFIN's excellent task-solving capacity.
• According to our error case analyses, MUFFIN’s responses align more with the task requirements, 

especially for those complicated evalua&on tasks (e.g., in the SuperNI).



• We randomly sample subsets from various datasets and train 
models on the subsets to show the performance trends (10%, 
30%, 50%, 80%, 100%).

• MUFFIN exceeds the baselines by a noteworthy margin (average 
scores on four evalua&on benchmarks). 

• Other baselines may only be comparable to our data results when 
they con&nue to be scaled to several &mes the size of our data. 

For more experiments and 
analyses, please refer to our paper.🤗
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